Differences in absolute risk of cardiovascular events using risk-refinement tests: a systematic analysis of four cardiovascular risk equations.
Current cardiovascular risk assessment guidelines incorporate judicious use of C-reactive protein (CRP), carotid intima-media thickness (CIMT), and coronary artery calcium (CAC) in selected populations and describe threshold levels for higher and lower cardiovascular risk for each of the three risk refinement tests. However, the effect of these suggested thresholds of relative risk on absolute global risk remains uncertain. Systematic permutation of risk factors provided 10-year risk estimates using the Framingham risk score, equations derived from the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA) and the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study, and the Reynolds risk score. Low-, high-, and very-high-risk values of CAC, CIMT, and hsCRP were defined as: 0, 100, 400 Agatston units; 25th percentile without plaque, 75th percentile without plaque, 75th percentile with plaque; and 1.0, 3.0, 7.0 mg/L. Incorporation of low-, high-, and very-high-risk CAC values using the MESA risk score resulted in greater changes in absolute risk from the Framingham risk score than the addition of either CIMT or hsCRP values using the ARIC or Reynolds risk scores. Although certain values of CAC, CIMT, and hsCRP have been similarly designated as low, high, or very-high risk, incorporation of these thresholds into validated risk equations yielded substantially different levels of absolute cardiovascular risk. Use of available risk equations may be advisable to calculate absolute risk rather than relying on risk-marker thresholds derived from relative risk estimates.